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Abstract: Herein we report a rational design strategy for tailoring intermolecular interactions to enhance room-temperature phosphorescence from purely organic materials in amorphous matrices at ambient conditions. The built-in strong halogen and hydrogen bonding between the newly developed phosphor G1 and the poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) matrix efficiently suppresses vibrational dissipation and thus enables bright room-temperature phosphorescence (RTP) with quantum yields reaching 24%. Furthermore, we found that modulation of the strength of halogen and hydrogen bonding in the G1–PVA system by water molecules produced unique reversible phosphorescence-to-fluorescence switching behavior. This unique system can be utilized as a ratiometric water sensor.

Purely organic materials that show room-temperature phosphorescence (RTP) are attractive alternatives to organometallic phosphors. They have a few potential advantages over their organometallic counterparts: Organometallic compounds are expensive and conceivably toxic owing to the presence of metals, and are also intrinsically unstable in the case of high-energy blue emitters.[1] However, unfortunately, purely organic RTP has been only observed from particular organic molecules[2–4] and under stringent conditions[5–8] because triplet excitons are not commonly generated in light-element organic materials, and those few are mostly consumed through radiationless processes, such as vibrational dissipation and oxygen-mediated quenching, under ambient conditions.[9,10]

The key factors for the construction of efficient purely organic RTP materials are 1) the promotion of both singlet-to-triplet and triplet-to-singlet intersystem crossing, and 2) suppression of the nonradiative quenching processes from the triplet to the ground state. Within this context, several research groups have shown that “crystal”[11–14] and/or “engineered crystal”[15] can be used to induce efficient purely organic RTP. The rigidity and oxygen-barrier properties of crystals suppress the nonradiative deactivation pathways of triplet excitions, and, as in our previous study, the directed intermolecular halogen bonding promotes the intersystem-crossing processes by enhancing spin-orbit coupling.[12,19]

Amorphous purely organic RTP systems, for example, phosphors embedded in polymers and/or amorphous solids, would be more promising for practical applications, such as organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), solid-state lightning, and sensors. However, bright organic RTP is a challenging goal in the amorphous phase because active vibration/diffusion motions, for example, p and a transitions, are generally inevitable in an amorphous matrix under ambient conditions. This unfavorable amorphous environment promotes the vibrational dissipation of long-lived triplets of embedded phosphors, thus resulting in the complete quenching of phosphorescence.[16,17] Therefore, it remains a demanding and challenging task to devise a way of minimizing diffusional motion in an amorphous matrix to obtain highly emissive organic RTP. Recently, Adachi and co-workers developed a unique amorphous purely organic RTP system by adopting a highly deuterated fluorene derivative as a phosphorescent guest and its steroid analogue as a host matrix.[18] The considerable rigidity of the steroidal matrix combined with the heavy deuteration of phosphors synergistically suppressed the vibrational dissipation of long-lived triplets. Our research group recently demonstrated RTP in an amorphous organic material by embedding 2,5-dihexyloxy-4-bromobenzaldehyde (Br6A), an organic phosphor, in isotactic poly(methyl methacrylate) (iPMMA), a rigid polymer matrix, without p relaxation.[19] Although these strategies demonstrated that the restriction of vibration of both the matrix and phosphors is critically important for amorphous purely organic RTP, a more generally applicable and practically useful strategy to enable efficient suppression of vibration is highly desired.

Herein, we describe our rational and systematic approach to the development of an efficient amorphous purely organic RTP system. To minimize both the diffusion motion of the matrix and the vibration of phosphors, we intentionally included two types of strong intermolecular noncovalent interactions in the material (Scheme 1). First, intermolecular halogen bonds between phosphors were introduced to facilitate intersystem-crossing processes as well as to suppress the vibration of phosphors. Second, strong intermolecular
hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) between matrix polymers as well as between matrix polymers and phosphors were incorporated to restrict the vibration/diffusion motion of the matrix and phosphors more efficiently. Thus, we designed a new organic phosphor (G1; Scheme 1a) with a bromoaldehyde core and carboxylic acid side chains as a dopant. The bromoaldehyde core was expected to provide the structural basis for strong halogen bonding in the assembly as well as for triplet-exciton generation. The carboxylic acid periphery was expected to enable the formation of strong H-bonds between the phosphor and the selected amorphous matrix, that is, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), which has H-bonding capability.
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approximately 1.5 times that of the Br6A–iPMMA thin film. We believe that this large enhancement in phosphorescence quantum efficiency can be attributed to the strong self-H-bonding of the rigid polymer matrix in combination with the restriction of vibrational motion by the intermolecular H-bonds between PVA80 and G1.

We further improved the intermolecular H-bonding efficiency by using 100% hydrolyzed PVA (denoted PVA100). PVA100 has 25% more H-bonding sites than PVA80, which lead to more efficient interpolymer H-bonding and consequently enhanced rigidity of the PVA matrix. Furthermore, the increased number of H-bonding sites also provide more opportunities for the formation of H-bonds between PVA100 and G1. Thus, PVA100 was expected to suppress rotational and vibrational motion more efficiently than PVA80. Figure 2b displays PL and gated PL spectra as well as a photograph of the PVA100 thin film with embedded G1. As expected, the film produced significantly enhanced phosphorescence emission with a quantum yield of up to 24%. This result clearly demonstrates that our intermolecular H-bonding strategy to suppress vibration dissipation is a very effective method to achieve bright organic RTP in the amorphous state.

We tested the Br6A–PVA80 system to deconvolute the role of the H-bonding interactions of G1–PVA and PVA–PVA on phosphorescence. Br6A molecules cannot form H-bonds with the PVA matrix because of the absence of a carboxylic acid periphery. In contrast, PVA–PVA H-bonds are retained in the Br6A–PVA system. Br6A–PVA80 thin films (1 wt% Br6A) were fabricated from a solution of PVA80 and Br6A in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) by means of solution drop casting. The Br6A-doped PVA80 thin films produced green phosphorescence at room temperature. However, the phosphorescence quantum efficiency was only 2.2%, thus indicating that the H-bonds between G1 and PVA play a critical role in restricting the vibration and movement of G1 in the PVA matrix.

We investigated the effect of the polymer matrix to further prove our hypothesis. We prepared poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc)/PVA80 blend films with various blend ratios. (Since PVA100 is soluble only in water, we used PVA80 instead, and dissolved PVA80 with PVAc in DMF.) Each polymer blend was dissolved with G1 and used to make thin-layer PVAc/PVA80 films with embedded G1. The phosphorescence quantum yield of G1 decreased from 13 to 0.5% as the weight percent of PVAc increased from 0 to 100% (Figure 3). Unlike the hydroxy functional group of PVA, the acetyl moiety of PVAc is a weak H-bonding acceptor. Although PVAc can form H-bonds with PVA and G1, the H-bonding strength is weaker than that possible with PVA. Moreover, PVAc cannot form H-bonds with itself because it does not have a H-bond-donor group. Thus, an increase in PVAc content leads to a drop in both the strength and number of H-bonds between matrix polymers as well as between polymers and G1, which results in significant activation of vibrational dissipation and consequent phosphorescence quenching.

Figure 4a shows the effect of the doping concentration of G1. An optimum G1 concentration was identified to be 1 wt% relative to the polymer mass. At a higher concen-
tration than 1 wt%, self-quenching caused the observed low emission yield. At a very low concentration, the number of G1 molecules is too small to enable the necessary halogen bonding between G1 molecules for efficient spin–orbit coupling, thus resulting in the observed minimal phosphorescence quantum efficiency. This hypothesis could be proved by additionally doping the G1–PVA80 system with G2, a dibromo analogue of G1. (Unlike G1, G2 is not soluble in water. Thus, we used PVA80 as the polymer matrix and DMF as the solvent). G2 does not produce RTP even in the PVA matrix by itself, because G2 lacks the triplet-generating benzaldehyde structure. However, it can readily form strong halogen bonds with G1, which significantly enhances spin–orbit coupling and suppresses the vibration of G1. Figure 4b clearly shows the effect of the codopant on the phosphorescence quantum yield. When the 0.01 and 0.1 wt% G1–PVA80 system was codoped with an additional 0.1 and 1 wt% of G2, the phosphorescence quantum yield increased from 0.5 and 2% to 2 and 9%, respectively.

The intensity of phosphorescence emission of the G1–PVA system was strongly dependent on the air humidity (Figure 5a). As the humidity increased, the phosphorescence intensity decreased linearly (Figure 5b), whereas the fluorescence emission peak at 437 nm remained unchanged. We can deduce that at higher humidity, more water is absorbed by the G1–PVA system, and that the absorbed water can efficiently break the H-bonds between PVA molecules and between G1 and PVA. Breaking of the H-bonds consequently enhances the motion of PVA and vibrational motion of G1, thus resulting in the significant decrease observed in the phosphorescence quantum efficiency. In contrast, the fluorescence intensity is not dependent on humidity because the radiative decay rate of singlet excitons is much faster than that of triplet excitons.

Interestingly, the phosphorescence of G1–PVA was readily converted into blue fluorescence when water was dropped onto the G1–PVA film. On the basis of this behavior, we successfully demonstrated the use of our material as an “optical recording medium”: The characters “UM” were written on the surface of the G1–PVA film (10 wt% G1/100% hydrolyzed PVA) with a water-soaked pen (Figure 6a; see also Movie 1 in the Supporting Information). Unlike the response to humidity, water not only breaks the PVA–PVA and PVA–G1 H-bonds, but also breaks the halogen bonds between phosphors and thus finally dissolves the matrix and phosphors. The dissolved phosphors now emit strong fluorescence, not phosphorescence (Figure 6b). This unique system can be utilized as a ratiometric water sensor. We demonstrated several real applications, such as a water indicator for fuel or organic solvents (see Figure S4) and residual-water monitoring in root-canal treatment in dentistry (see Figure S5).

In summary, we successfully developed a highly efficient purely organic RTP system with an amorphous polymer matrix by introducing rationally designed strong intermolecular interactions. Through systematic investigation, we dem-
onstrated that strong noncovalent interactions, that is, hydro-
gen and halogen bonds, between the newly designed organic phosphor (G1) and the PVA matrix efficiently suppress the vibrational dissipation of triplet electrons and thus allow a high phosphorescence quantum yield of 24%. We also discovered a unique phosphorescence-to-fluorescence switching phenomenon in the G1–PVA system in response to water. Because, RTP is emitted from a molecular assembly in the G1–PVA system, when water molecules break up the molecular assembly of G1–PVA, the efficiency of spin–orbit coupling drops, thus resulting in fluorescence rather than phosphorescence emission. We believe that the demonstrated strategy based on intermolecular interaction to enable bright RTP from a purely organic material can be utilized for the development of novel phosphors for ratiometric water sensing as well as phosphorescent organic light-emitting diodes for real applications.
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